Business Case Insights for Continuous Manufacturing

CMAC and PwC
Setting the Scene

This document seeks to review key considerations for building a successful business case for the industrial adoption of innovative Continuous Manufacturing (CM) technologies. The report is written from the perspective of the CMAC manufacturing research programme stakeholders. Hence it targets factors directly relevant to continuous small molecule pharmaceutical manufacture and although addresses the many drivers and impacts across the entire value chain, brings a strong emphasis on factors relevant to continuous Drug Substance (DS) manufacture.

Clearly the ultimate benefits in cost, speed, performance, and quality from CM must be realised within manufacturing organisations, however the impact on development approaches and timelines in R&D must also be considered. There is therefore a need to establish new digital tools, smart development platforms and optimised experimental design approaches to support rapid decision making, efficient deployment of resources and critically, to minimise development timelines. With this focus on advancing CM, the authors recognise that given the substantial efforts to increase our underpinning knowledge and technological capabilities, there will inevitably be benefits that can improve both batch and continuous processes.

Whilst continuous Drug Product (DP) manufacturing has already been proven, with several products now on the market, and fully integrated end-to-end continuous processing concepts have also been demonstrated, it is likely, particularly for DS manufacture, that the deployment of hybrid batch-continuous operations will grow in the short term.

This Business Case Insights for Continuous Manufacturing was undertaken with engagement from CMAC Tier 1 partners AstraZeneca, Eli Lilly, Pfizer and Takeda as well as leveraging CMAC’s own extensive academic portfolio on end-to-end (E2E) processing. CMAC would like to thank all those who have contributed information and viewpoints on key technical aspects in combination with PwC’s wider business case perspective, to help inform and engage senior stakeholders and drive continuous manufacturing forward.
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Executive summary

Continuous manufacturing has a significant role in the future of pharmaceutical manufacturing. It offers unique opportunities to reduce the risk and cost associated with scale-up/transfer from development to commercial sites. Along with the ability to flex the supply chain, according to demand, it offers competitive advantages not provided by traditional batch manufacturing.

Continuous manufacturing is a technology well established across wider industries. From petrochemicals to automotive manufacture, quality improvements, supply chain flexibility and higher overall equipment effectiveness (OEE) enable increased margins and provide a platform for the latest technologies. In this future vision, we aim to define the business case for continuous manufacturing as a direct replacement for current batch manufacturing processes taking place, whilst demonstrating what is possible in an industry defined by its manufacturing process limits.

The benefits of continuous manufacturing when compared to the current batch processes are both immediate, as evidenced in this document, as well as more adaptable to long term industry trends. With rapidly changing healthcare models, the requirements of pharmaceutical manufacturing processes are going to change significantly in the next 10 years. Faster production, more flexible processes and reduced lead times are going to become the requests from across your business as the current PharmaCo operating model is forced to adapt to this new environment.

Examples of CM from around the world

1. 60-70% footprint reduction

**Significant technical improvements**

- 5-15% API yield increase
- Waste reduction between 33 and 87%
- More consistent product
- Reduced factory footprints by 725%

Advantages in every aspect of manufacturing, leading to enhanced processes at a reduced net cost

**Opportunities for innovation across the business**

- Reduced product lag time
- Location flexibility
- Real-time quality data
- Faster process development

Improved flexibility in production enables significant change across the business to bring the pharma industry in line with other industries

**Potential for true commercial advantage**

- New CMO strategy
- Faster to market
- Tax optimisation
- Demand matching capability

The opportunities provided can enable a PharmaCo to make radical changes to its operating model and capture markets faster to deliver significant financial return

2. Small molecule continuous GMP Manufacturing facility

3. 30-50% reduction in manufacturing costs

4. Environmental impact halved

5. 69% reduced energy consumption

**References can be found at the end of the document.**
Continuous manufacturing through 9 lenses

The opportunities and considerations for implementing continuous manufacturing have been established by assessing their impact through 9 lenses. These lenses enable us to view continuous manufacturing from different perspectives of the business, in order to understand how changing manufacturing processes will impact their business.

The lenses don’t change when considering the product
The related business cases predominantly stay the same when looking at different small molecule products or peptides and monoclonal antibodies.

The lenses also don’t change between drug substance and drug product
Most of the fundamental benefits are the same regardless of whether CM is implemented in drug substance or DP manufacturing. Differences do exist however, when comparing the technology readiness of equipment and the variety of equipment required. CM in drug product is well established with a range of off-the-shelf equipment available for a relatively small number of unit operations. DS does have a range of equipment commercially available however linking E2E units is limited and the range of conditions in synthesis, work-up or isolation can be broad. Thus, different business cases are often required for DP vs DS although the fundamental benefits are the same. *(Additional information via CMAC Tier 1 discussion)*

---

**Supply Chain**
Improvements to the manufacturing process unlock significant potential to redesign the future supply chain, whilst saving costs.

**CMO Strategy**
Potential to redefine the use of CMOs, through the transfer of in-house developed continuous technology for cost sharing.

**Commercial Opportunity**
Faster to market-launch quantities, allowing more patent protected manufacturing time, potentially worth billions of dollars a month.

**Technical Improvements**
Yield increases, greater consistency at every unit operation, with better attribute control for improved manufacturability and performance.

**Sustainability**
Smaller footprint, reduced waste and significantly greater energy efficiency lead to a reduced carbon footprint and lower environmental impact.

**Regulatory Redesign**
Quality product more consistently manufactured and verified in real-time using big data to reduce waste. Defining the regulatory pathway is a key stepping stone to wider uptake of CM.

**R&D Strategy**
Smaller, modular, reconfigurable equipment for more flexible manufacture, whilst unlocking previously forbidden new chemistry to produce more novel pipeline products. CM improves personnel safety due to smaller reaction quantities.

**Tax Potential**
Smaller, portable and modular manufacture enables global location flexibility and as such, minimises the tax burden on a product.

**Industry of the Future**
Technology that enables the potential of big data, connected supply chain and Industry 4.0 to meet the healthcare demands of the future.

**Industry of the Future**

---
**Industry 4.0**

The future of pharma

**Meeting the demands of future healthcare**

The next 20 years will see significant change in the healthcare industry as rapid developments in technology drive the use of data to deliver services and products faster, further and more precisely. For the industry to meet the demands that this will set, a significant review and redesign of the entire pharmaceutical company model will be required.

The infographic (right) demonstrates that CM and Industry 4.0 will be required. For the industry to meet the demands that this will set, a significant review and redesign of the entire pharmaceutical company model will be required.

---

**What is Industry 4.0?**

Industry 4.0 is a development from the introduction of digital technology to a fully interconnected environment between machines, devices and people. This approach offers “smart factories” where machines are augmented with wireless connectivity and sensors to create a virtual copy of the entire production line to control and make decentralised, data-driven decisions at short notice. Breakthroughs in robotics, Artificial Intelligence (AI), biotechnology and 5G will all further drive industries to adopt the industry 4.0 approach as best practice.

**How does CM fit in with Industry 4.0?**

With the benefits of Industry 4.0 being well established, it is important to consider whether CM is compatible with this future vision of the industry. Pfizer’s €50 million CM DP facility in Freiburg, Germany, provides valuable insight as to what Pharma 4.0 could look like.

At the Freiburg DP facility, billions of data points are recorded and analysed every millisecond offering precise quality recordings, reducing the need for lab testing and sampling. This increased quality assurance allows faster medicine approval and release. The CM system significantly increases flexibility to market conditions with outputs being adjusted in minutes, compared to 4 months previously. Material transport and manufacturing parameters are managed through integrated storage spaces as well as automated weighing and electronic process documentation systems.

---
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Industry 4.0 is a development from the introduction of digital technology to a fully interconnected environment between machines, devices and people. This approach offers “smart factories” where machines are augmented with wireless connectivity and sensors to create a virtual copy of the entire production line to control and make decentralised, data-driven decisions at short notice. Breakthroughs in robotics, Artificial Intelligence (AI), biotechnology and 5G will all further drive industries to adopt the industry 4.0 approach as best practice.

How does CM fit in with Industry 4.0?

With the benefits of Industry 4.0 being well established, it is important to consider whether CM is compatible with this future vision of the industry. Pfizer’s €50 million CM DP facility in Freiburg, Germany, provides valuable insight as to what Pharma 4.0 could look like.

At the Freiburg DP facility, billions of data points are recorded and analysed every millisecond offering precise quality recordings, reducing the need for lab testing and sampling. This increased quality assurance allows faster medicine approval and release. The CM system significantly increases flexibility to market conditions with outputs being adjusted in minutes, compared to 4 months previously. Material transport and manufacturing parameters are managed through integrated storage spaces as well as automated weighing and electronic process documentation systems.
Revolutionising the current value chain

The potential benefits of continuous manufacturing can be mapped across the entire pharmaceutical process. In order to understand the true returns on any investment in this technology, the whole picture needs to be considered.

**WHAT’S POSSIBLE RIGHT NOW WITH CM?**

- **Reduced Capital Expenditure**
- **Higher Overall Equipment Effectiveness**
- **Reduced Operational Costs**
- **Shorter Manufacturing Time**
- **Smaller carbon footprint via reduced power consumption**
- **Possibility to move technology allows adaptability to global market conditions**
- **Supply chain flexibility allows optimisation of material transfer tariffs**
- **Tax**

**WHAT DOES CM START TO ENABLE?**

- **Big data insight**
  - Digital Twin alignment
  - AI based process development

- **Next-level flexibility**
  - Predictive supply chain
  - Automated manufacturing

- **Future of Pharma**
  - Distributed manufacturing
  - Predictive healthcare

The change to continuous manufacturing is therefore a strategic decision that makes sense both in the short and long term, enabling a business to meet the demands that the future healthcare model will put to pharmaceutical manufacturing, whilst delivering significant benefits across more than just the manufacturing process.
Improved production, reduced waste, lower cost

API Synthesis
API synthesis through flow chemistry has the potential to produce material with far greater consistency in specification than a batch system, with an improvement in both yield and purity. This has a downstream benefit of providing much more consistent product, potentially producing a reduction in waste, without taking into account changes in the process downstream.

Filtration and Drying
Moving into the isolation steps for the drug substance, current filtration and drying technologies don’t offer significant direct benefits over traditional batch. However there is evidence of a marked performance improvement measured through the feeding of tighter specification material into filtration and drying unit operations\(^\text{36}\).

Isolated API
This isolated API from a continuous production can be produced with a variance of only 6\(\sigma\), compared to a current batch process standard of 30\(\sigma\). By reducing the variation by 50%, this will reduce the amount of API sent to waste/reworked for being out of specification, providing significant cost benefit to the manufacturing process.

Continuous Crystallisation
Continuous crystallisation provides the opportunity to produce API crystals with much tighter specifications than a traditional batch process\(^\text{37}\). The crystal attributes can also be better controlled, with the ability to adjust the size, shape\(^\text{38}\), and other properties\(^\text{39}\) of the crystal to have significant impact in further downstream processes. In addition to this, the nature of a flow chemistry production step allows significantly more control over the reactions taking place, allowing more complex chemistry that can create molecules and crystals previously too challenging to produce in batch unit operations\(^\text{40}\).

Reduced Factory Costs
The footprint of a continuous manufacturing unit is significantly smaller than batch. This is added to by the significant reduction in the number of human interventions required between batch operations. In a continuous primary manufacturing system, it would be possible to go from drug synthesis to isolated API ready to be moved to secondary processing, without a single human interaction. This has the potential to almost eliminate the number of human error issues occurring during the manufacturing process. There is also potential to use an E2E continuous manufacturing site.

Modular MicroFactories
The smaller unit operation size provides the opportunity for modular designs, in which MicroFactory scale equipment can be built into standard sized blocks. Universal connectors would allow an approach to factory design with unprecedented flexibility and mobility\(^\text{41,43}\). These units would also enable ‘scale-out’ rather than ‘scale-up’, through adding more units rather than increasing unit size, which has the potential to significantly reduce the time and regulatory burden of the current scale-up process.

Secondary Manufacture
In secondary processing, the combination of API with excipient into the product formulation, and the subsequent processing and tabletting arrangements, is an area where significantly more established technologies are starting to be used. Prebuilt and standard units are commercially available, at a wide range of scales, providing a single-unit path from separate API and excipients, to final tablet product. These units have reported increases in energy efficiency of 50\%, reductions in product waste and a 60\% reduction in required space\(^\text{44}\).

Quality by Design
During the operation of a continuous process, the use of in-line analytical measurements can indicate the quality of the product leaving the system. This technology has the potential to enable real-time quality testing, reducing or even eliminating the requirement for end-of-line testing of product to statistically establish quality. The use of indicative sensors over the entire process enables real-time feedback control, which can immediately spot variance, and use modelling within the design space to make changes to the upstream process to bring product back within specifications\(^\text{45}\), minimising waste end-product and generating significant savings. Some manufacturers practice transporting product under quarantine, however this is accompanied by potential risk and associated cost, which would be eliminated by real-time release.

Innovative E2E Design
A system in which there is a continuous process right from API synthesis to final drug product provides the opportunity for a variety of innovations that could fundamentally change small molecule manufacturing\(^\text{46,47}\).

Whilst current regulations require a clearly defined API, it has long been acknowledged in academia, for example, that a system in which excipient could be added to compounds during crystallisation or isolation would enable the creation of more consistent, better controlled products. This could reduce the number of secondary mixing stages, saving on capital expenditure and further reducing the factory footprint. Industry examples of systems such as this are starting to be presented to regulators, and could quickly gain momentum and become the norm.

Improved API consistency\(^\text{48}\)

Footprint reduction\(^\text{44}\)

60% Reduced API waste\(^\text{44}\)

40% Reduced API waste\(^\text{44}\)

Reduced product quality release time

40% Reduced API waste\(^\text{44}\)

60% Reduced product quality release time

40% Reduced API waste\(^\text{44}\)

60% Reduced product quality release time

40% Reduced API waste\(^\text{44}\)

60% Reduced product quality release time

40% Reduced API waste\(^\text{44}\)

60% Reduced product quality release time
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The risks of implementing new manufacturing processes

R&D
- Skills and knowledge upskilling required to move to CM and new equipment
- Workflows to select “best” technology early during development work not widely adopted whereas batch is “safe” option
- Deeper level of process understanding required for CM, so although can do more reactions, development time not always reduced
- Development of integrated multi-unit continuous operations takes longer than batch equivalent
- More material required for development in drug product

Manufacturing
- External supply chain needs upskilling, investment and equipment matching to in-house capabilities
- Plant-wide up-skilling and investment required
- Strategic direction required for CM options
  - CM i.e. hybrid (part CM, part batch plant) changes, easier entry as can retro-fit to existing batch plant, but less overall benefit
  - Fully continuous different plant design required, but maximises benefit

Regulatory
- Update needed to internal regulatory process to allow technology flexibility
- PAT testing requires a scientific approach to quality assurance
- Only through understanding these challenges internally can the full value of continuous manufacturing be realised

Organisational
- Strategic need to invest generally in capability and not require each unit operation to stand on its own business case
- By the time data is collected to build business cases, often too late or perceived as too risky
- Quantitative business cases shared

Supply Chain
- New-upstream and downstream supply demands, requiring increased agility in logistics
- More material required for development in drug product

A change in the manufacturing process will have impacts across a pharmaceutical business. Whilst the potential benefits have been discussed, realising these will require well structured change management across all aspects of the business.

CONSISTENT CHANGE MATRIX

Planning
- Determine what change will happen
- Plan the roll-out
- Identify the stakeholders
- Understand the challenges

Communicating
- Senior buy-in, demonstrated to the business
- Constant and consistent communication and updates

Training
- Identify capabilities within your business
- Train in-house new capabilities where possible
- Hire to fill gaps where required

This process needs to be applied across the entire business, including manufacturing, supply chain, R&D and regulatory

OPINION LEADERS:

“Unlocking the flexible batch size could revolutionise our supply chain”

“The key to implementing continuous manufacturing is to get better at the journey from discovery to commercial manufacture.”

“We have to educate both our internal teams and external partners in order to drive the uptake of CM. This starts with an initial investment, both in our technologies and our people.”

“The investment in new digital infrastructure around the manufacturing process should not be underestimated, and has the potential to impact implementation costs and timelines.”

APPROACHES TO OVERCOMING CHALLENGES AND REDUCING RISK

Collaboration across the business
- A key factor identified for success in the implementation of CM is working as multi-skilled teams from across the areas of the business
- This drives uptake of the new technology, whilst allowing for fast problem solving and broad education

Collaboration up the business
- Leadership teams and strategic decision makers should also collaborate across functions when reviewing outcomes and making decisions
- Aligning the strategies through the business, with regular progress updates feeding into leadership discussions enables fast decision making and a central, common goal

WITHIN YOUR BUSINESS

Providers of technology and services to the pharmaceutical industry
- The majority of CMOs currently do not support CM facilities or technology
- Technology providers are starting to provide technologies, with drug product systems further advanced than API manufacture

PRE-COMPETITIVE COLLABORATION

Approaching the Regulators
- Approaching the regulators with a defined strategy to gain regulatory sign-off on processes and facilities will set the industry gold standard
- Developing this as a collaboration of PharmaCM will demonstrate the industry drive to change, as well as reducing the cost of engaging

Approaching technology providers
- Collaborations have driven the development and uptake of areas of CM to date
- Continuing to work in groups such as with CMAC creates the demand required for technology providers to provide solutions that work for the entire industry

Many companies are now working in pre-competitive industry-academia consortia to share the cost of developing and testing technologies and pooling expertise in order to accelerate and leverage their investments.

One such collaboration is CMAC, with 8 large pharma, 7 Universities and 8 SMEs. Working collaboratively to develop new workflows, Microfactories and Digital Twins to streamline and accelerate development and advanced manufacturing operations. This approach delivers a skilled talent pipeline with industry relevant knowledge and ways of working.
Learning from the extensive published information

Being an area of rapid change and cutting edge development, there is a significant quantity of academic material relating to many of the existing CM facilities. Whether CMAC is involved, or another academic institute, there is significant learning to be taken from the efforts of others.

CMAC – Connecting academic institutes with industry expertise
CMAC aims to transform the current manufacturing process into the medicine supply chain of the future. Bringing together academic institutes, technology providers and global pharmaceutical companies, they deliver large quantities of academic understanding, in an environment that makes the produced insight relatable and applicable to the companies that need it.

Janssen Prezista
In 2016, after 5 years working in conjunction with Rutgers University’s Centre for Structured Organic Particulate Systems (C-SOPS) and the University of Puerto Rico, Janssen was granted approval by the FDA to produce 600mg tablets of the HIV drug Prezista (Darunavir) on a continuous production line at its plant in Puerto Rico. Janssen announced that they aim to produce 70% of their highest volume products with CM.

CM benefits to Prezista production

- Improved quality monitoring
- 33% reduction in waste

Key intermediates for API production can cost $000’s/kg. CM can halt production which could save millions from discarded batches due to impurities.

- Eliminate need to discard entire batch

Specialised therapies will continue to be an increasing focus (up to reach up to $50 billion USD by 2023) which will require agile manufacturing capabilities to cope with a segmented customer base. Reduced timelines will allow PharmaCos to switch between short term market demands.

- Production timelines reduced by 33%

Other investments such as Gilead’s Singapore facility (25% reduction) resulted in an $800 million USD saving when compared to its batch production (same output) in Rhode Island. CM reduces the risk exposure to investments in an increasingly challenging time for R&D productivity.

- 71% reduction in footprint

An estimated $800m USD is lost as waste each year in the US alone due to inefficiencies of batch production. PharmaCos can no longer afford to accept these losses as they face rising costs (R&D up almost 3x/s in the past 10 years) and an outcome-based model.

CMAC Tier 1 discussions
The introduction of novel chemistries and processes enabled by the enhanced temporal and spacial processing in CM will enable new IP for new chemistries as well as enabling entirely new product formulations and performance.

- The investment (or co-investment with large pharma) in more efficient equipment and ways of working will allow CMOs to differentiate themselves vs competitors, ensuring access to new, more exclusive markets and increase their fundamental skillset. (Additional information via CMAC Tier 1 discussions)

Leveraging CM to bring commercial advantages

Commercial strategy will strongly benefit from the flexibility and speed of continuous manufacturing. From competitive pricing to forecasting, the additional revenue and competitive advantage generated will help capture further market share and increase the likelihood of being first to market.

Pricing, Exclusivity and IP
CM delivers benefits in reducing both Operating Expenses (OPEX) and Capital Expenditure (CAPEX). This reduction in costs enables CM adopters to maintain market share at the end of patent life and compete more effectively against generics manufacturers, who have inherently lower fixed cost bases.

The increased security of supply increases trust and could gain preferential positioning in highly competitive categories. Furthermore, it protects against brand damaging stock outs.

Marketing
There is prescriber and public demand to have greener, high quality medicines, which can be achieved through continuous manufacturing. Given the public demand, it is foreseeable that it would impact future tenders.

Stock
The increased security of supply increases trust and could gain preferential positioning in highly competitive categories. Furthermore, it protects against brand damaging stock outs.

Technology
More flexible manufacture, and increased data, position the business to take advantage of upcoming technology, such as Digital Twin process design and control, and connected supply chain. This will give key competitive advantage, bringing the industry closer to the standards set in other manufacturing industries.
CMO strategy

Contract Manufacturing Organisations (CMOs) provide a significant proportion of drug production. Some CMAC Tier 1 members outsource up to 90% of their API manufacture. Currently, there are very few instances of CMOs working in continuous manufacturing.

Eli Lilly on the front foot with CMOs

One of the leaders in continuous manufacturing is Eli Lilly with a functioning API production facility in Kinsale, Ireland, following several investments in the site. Concentrating on small volume production, around 10-15 kg a day, this site enabled the significant development of internal capability. The next step, therefore, is to bring CMOs on-board to boost the manufacturing capacity and work together towards a fully continuous future. Hence Eli Lilly have been proactive in seeking a CMO partner and conducting site visits. Taking things one step at a time, they are looking for a R&D and hybrid production partner, before moving to a larger scale integrated continuous manufacturing collaboration.

Own the technology

- Develop the technology through the process development teams in-house and retain ownership of the portable technology
- The operation can then be moved to CMOs around the world as and when required, who operate your technology in their facilities
- This will require some collaboration with CMOs to develop Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) and staff requirements

Build a partnership

- Partner with a CMO to develop the technology together, with the mutual benefit of owning the technology, whilst guaranteeing the use of the CMO for manufacturing
- There is a risk of pricing power swaying to the existing CMO if no other CMOs develop technology
- Chosen CMO would need international presence to maximise supply chain value

In the event that the technology is developed in-house, it is recommended that the ownership lies in a global function, alongside the supply chain, as demonstrated in the diagram below. This will allow seamless movement of portable skids between both internal and external manufacturing sites without the additional cost of a territory-based system.

SUGGESTED GLOBAL MANUFACTURING STRUCTURE:

Global supply chain function
Global technology function
CMO manufacturing
Internal manufacturing

This allows internal manufacturing to be operated in a more similar way to current CMO capability, with the potential to reduce internal operating costs through driving competition and providing more flexibility.

A new dimension to enhancing R&D agility

Faster Clinical Trials

Rapidly scale-up Investigational Medicinal Products and repurpose manufacturing. This could allow for new indications and result in a robust pipeline, which delivers value at every phase.

Location Flexibility

Bring small scale manufacturing closer to the trial sites with MicroFactories.

Quality Risk Managed

Continuous manufacturing is built on the principles of Quality by Design.

Agile Scale-Out

MicroFactories can be readily replicated across sites and better understood. Well characterised CM equipment now enables much faster, more reliable scale-up (especially for API) where simply running equipment for longer does not meet the material demand.

Consistent Quality

Quality can be kept consistent throughout the lifecycle of the trial, reassuring clinicians of trial safety.

Minimal Scale-Ups

For APIs lab kit can be the same scale as for commercial use, especially as drug volumes decrease.

Design Space Flexibility

Ensuring phase 1 trials can flex to commercial and clinical outcomes, ensuring patients have access to medicines safely and more readily.

Effective FTE Use

Repurposing FTEs to best utilise their abilities can speed formulation times within a design space.

New Chemistry

Continuous synthetic chemistry opens up entirely new routes to synthesise molecules including electrochemistry, light catalyzed processes as well as extreme temperatures and pressures.

Effectiveness

Improved yield and purity of APIs.

Consistency

Early process development and optimization with quality control embedded in the manufacturing.

Improved Management

Versatility in supporting R&D activities is inherent in CM technologies.

Efficiency

Managing capacity and balancing drug needs for global clinical trials becomes a reality.
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The current regulatory environment is compatible and supportive of CM, emphasizing the need for Quality by Design (QbD).

The international regulatory landscape is actively moving towards a more harmonised global strategy. This is best demonstrated through the ICH’s development of a new guideline (ICH Q13) on continuous manufacturing due for adoption in 2021. This would in effect facilitate international harmonisation and ultimately reduce barriers to adopting CM technologies. However, international regulatory authorities have

REDESIGNING REGULATORY

The regulatory burden required to implement a continuous manufacturing line was stated as the main concern, and a significant cost, in the uptake of the technology in the industry:

- Regulatory staff will have to undergo upskilling early interaction and collaboration with the regulators is essential, with costs being dependent on the competent authority you are interacting with.
- Due to the continuous nature of manufacturing, material traceability must be clearly established through batch definitions.
- As a result, the continuous nature of manufacturing, the nature of the material, and the traceability must be clearly established through batch definitions.
- Regulatory staff will need to understand the chemistry, manufacturing, and controls (CMC) documentation will need to fundamentally describe a state of control over the entire CM process, with systems intelligent enough to detect process disturbances in real time.
- Validation of equipment particularly with a view on how scalability will be managed.
- Raw materials need to be clearly understood and managed to avoid variability.
- The international regulatory landscape is actively moving towards a more harmonised global strategy. This is best demonstrated through the ICH’s development of a new guideline (ICH Q13) on continuous manufacturing due for adoption in 2021. This would in effect facilitate international harmonisation and ultimately reduce barriers to adopting CM technologies. However, international regulatory authorities have widely accepted that the current regulatory environment is compatible and supportive of CM, emphasizing the need for Quality by Design (QbD).

Identifying CM value in the pipeline

As a drug goes through its development, there comes a moment where a decision needs to be made on the go-forward technology for commercial manufacturing.

THE ACQUISITION PIPELINE

- An increasing proportion of a pipeline comes from external acquisition, purchased after the Phase II clinical trial.
- Most of these products are already too far down the development and approval pipeline for the cost of transferring to continuous processing to be justified.
- A key challenge is therefore driving the uptake of CM to the point where it is more commonplace, even in small single-product businesses.

Decision points through the lifecycle

A go/no-go decision point for selection of manufacturing technologies usually occurs between phase II/III clinical trials. CM, therefore, needs to be embedded in early phase development to be a viable option during development of the process. Many cost benefits can also be realised post-launch where the cost of manufacture is well established and improvements in yield, operational costs, cycle time etc. through application of CM can be readily quantified and a business case more readily generated.

Tailoring the product to the technology

Identifying a potential CM candidate as early as possible will allow the product development to tailor the design to the CM process, building in characteristics that will enable the manufacturing of the product in an existing or standard facility.

Knowing what to look for

Key attributes for a drug candidate, such as production volume and cost, should be defined early for a potential continuous manufacturing process to maximise the benefit of CM technology.

A regulatory roadmap

Development of a robust regulatory strategy in the first instance will ensure timely approval and exert reassurance to regulatory agencies.

- Unlock continuous manufacturing’s largest benefits by having early meetings with regulators, confirming scale-up/scale-out strategy and how quality and supply is ensured.
- Upskill regulatory staff to understand the CMC behind continuous manufacturing, enabling them to effectively communicate the advantages.
- Validate quality models with the regulators at the earliest opportunity, especially with in-line Process Analytical Technology (PAT).
- Ensure adequate regulatory resourcing and budget as continuous manufacturing can move faster than conventional batch manufacturing.
- Plan for flexibility around clinical trial sites and supply chains to take full advantage of small footprint and enhanced flexibility.
- Work with the regulators to ensure process controls and traceability are under continuous improvement.
- Plan for extensive post-market surveillance to ease regulatory concern on novel technology use.

- Regulations are shifting quickly as the technology is novel. Having a robust regulatory intelligence system allows for monitoring and adaptability of your regulatory strategy.
- Define a design space focused on target market indications, risks and manufacturing techniques employed.
- Avoid any delays by having multiple type C or SAWP meetings in the first instance to establish the regulatory position on your proposed manufacturing process and controls.

- Early engagement with regulators is crucial. Some regulators are more supportive (FDA, EMEA) of CM than others. Understand the impact of technology choice and impact in different regulatory regimes: using different technologies for different target market indications, risks and manufacturing techniques employed.

- A key challenge is therefore driving the uptake of CM to the point where it is more commonplace, even in small single-product businesses.
Enabling and enhancing Quality Management Systems

Real-time data provided on a better understood system, that is in a state of control, enables key big data and AI capabilities to a QMS. When this is coupled with the potential to produce more consistent quality product the end-user is significantly benefited, whilst reducing the manufacturing cost.

Key characteristics of a data-enabled QMS system

- Focuses on product and patient quality, in addition to compliance
- Drives a competitive advantage through speed, reliability, product and data robustness
- Emphasises scientific and operational excellence (building capabilities, frameworks, and designing robust products and processes)
- Focuses the organisation on a culture of excellence and innovation
- Builds end-to-end business processes across the product lifecycle (GoP)

Defining value from continuous versus batch manufacturing

**OPERATIONAL OUTCOME**

**KEY IMPACT METRICS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Competitive Compliance</th>
<th>Effective &amp; efficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OpEx efficiency gains (FTEs/cost savings)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-time execution rate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance overdue activity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAPA effectiveness: % of repeat occurrence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speed to Market</th>
<th>New product launches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>On-time completion for regulatory commitments / adherence to plan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reliable Supply</th>
<th>Clinical, launch &amp; commercial supply</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>On-time batch acceptance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced batch cycle times</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disposition cycle times, % on-time improved, reduction in % rejected batches</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Robust Products &amp; Data</th>
<th>Product &amp; process quality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Right first time batch rate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process capability index</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Innovation</th>
<th>Design for Excellence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Effectively deploy new technologies to the application of gene and cell therapies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Quantifying the full business benefit

The layers of a business case cover beyond the unit operation comparison. The full value of the change to the manufacturing process can only be realised when investigating both the benefit and the impact of the change of manufacturing technology to the entirety of the pharmaceutical business.

A key consideration also comes when considering the economies of scale. The more continuous manufacturing processes that are in place in the business, the greater the cost saving as the development costs and business impacts are reduced.

Full studies of this impact require significant horizontal coverage across the business, undertaken at a high level and considerate of all aspects of the business operations.
The impact of tax

There are a number of potential tax implications/opportunities to consider where an industry development leads to material business change. These can include considerations around change management, transfer pricing, IP, patents and value chain analysis.

Managing the business change

The implementation of CM may impact on the traditional value drivers in the pharmaceutical industry value chain (typically seen as R&D and sales/marketing functions) and cause additional value to be attributed to the manufacturing function (including the design and control thereof). As such, the introduction of CM warrants consideration as to the impact upon where key group value drivers (and therefore the associated profits to be taxed) will/could reside in the future.

Groups will need to be mindful in considering how such a change in value drivers could impact their current tax model/footprint. For example, if the group operates through a centralised business model, what is the IP, substance around the CM design and control of associated assets and risks that would need to reside in the central hub so as to align the new CM facility to any existing operational and associated tax model?

As well as evaluating any tax conversion issues and tax compliance requirements, if adopting a new CM operation, groups may also give consideration as to whether it represents a commercial catalyst driving a need to evaluate the wider group operating footprint. This business change may be a trigger for a wider restructuring exercise which may be beneficial in light of the evolving tax landscape and enable the group to identify a more efficient, aligned, compliant and robust operating and tax model.

Legal opportunity

The new approaches to contract manufacturing with continuous technology offers novel approaches to relationships with external organisations, maximising the value of data and minimising the expense of manufacturing.

On-line, large amounts of data coming from the manufacturing process can enable a data-based approach to contracts, with key performance metrics coming from the manufacturing line that can be built into contracts to ensure quality product at all times from a CMO.

Exclusivity in a relationship with a CMO could provide competitive advantage for both the business and the CMO.

Savings everywhere

Equipment size and factory footprint, as previously discussed, are significantly reduced. With reduced cleanroom space being utilised cost savings are immediately realised. This saving is increased by the significant reduction in the number of human interventions required between unit operations. In a continuous primary manufacturing system, it would be possible to go from drug synthesis to isolated API ready to be moved to secondary processing without a single human interaction. This has the potential to reduce the number of human-caused quality issues. There is potential to reduce the FTIs required to run an E2E continuous manufacturing site by up to 50%.

Reducing the consumption of energy, while increasing the usage of renewable energy, is crucial as nearly one third of global energy demand and CO2 emissions are attributable to manufacturing. This requires considering energy efficiency from a more systematic point of view in the design phase of manufacturing equipment.

Continuous manufacturing will inherently, as part of its efficient nature, provide the necessary foundation to enable future sustainability driven manufacturing models.

Along with wider company strategies on sustainability, continuous manufacturing will compliment PharmaCo’s existing sustainability strategies of the future.

Green future policy

Governments are under pressure to introduce strict legislation in the near future, punishing companies who are not driving a green agenda or moving to more localised manufacturing. Embracing continuous manufacturing gives a clear message that pharma companies are embracing new technologies not only to improve efficiency, but to ensure they remain compliant in a green-focused future.

Carbon footprint reduction

Approximately, 90% reduction in manufacturing carbon footprint coupled with localised manufacturing dramatically decreases the supply chain footprint. Pharmaceutical companies can take decisive action against climate change and reduce reliance on fossil fuels – getting one step closer to energy independence.
Examples of CM from around the world

Businesses around the world are starting to invest in continuous manufacturing sites. These sites are being used to further the understanding of the process of manufacturing products using CM, and best position businesses to take advantage of the rapidly changing manufacturing landscape with a test-bed for innovative technologies.

**LONG TERM FUTURE**

The emergence of continuous manufacturing technologies offers pharmaceutical companies opportunities to be part of the Industry 4.0 paradigm shift. As process understanding matures and regulators get to grips with CM concepts, its place within pharma manufacturing will be assured.

Real value can be identified in daisy-chaining unit operations together, with the long-term goal of development of a truly end-to-end manufacturing line, with E2E process control, online process analytics and quality assurance. A sophisticated Digital Twin aligned to the process will go some way to enabling this future.

In the ever more global and highly competitive market, embedding CM abilities and skills within the existing PharmaCo business strategy could be the difference between surviving and flourishing in the future.

**Growing investment**

This is just a snapshot of the facilities around the world where information has been openly publicised on the benefits of investing in continuous manufacturing facilities. There are countless smaller facilities, or manufacturing lines containing continuous unit operations as more areas of the industry start investing in flow technology.

**Novartis in Basel**

Novartis have had a longstanding partnership with MIT involving a 3,200 sq ft facility to develop new equipment and ideas. The partnership resulted in Novartis investing in a commercial facility in Basel as part of Novartis’ 1 billion USD investment in improving its manufacturing technology capabilities. Novartis recognise the potential to reduce manufacturing costs by 30-50% and manufacturing times by 90%.

**GSK in Singapore**

In July 2019, GSK opened a continuous manufacturing site in Singapore, a legacy investment of former CEO Sir Andrew Witty. This site consists of two continuous manufacturing facilities, and the expansion of another facility, with a total reported cost of 95 million USD.

One of these sites is part of an API manufacturing pilot plant that will be used to develop API for clinical trials. The other expansions will allow them to ramp up the production of API for HIV medicines, such as Dolutegravir.

When asked the reasons for the investment, Witty stated he expected smaller facilities, with improved capacity that would cut costs and environmental impact by about 50%.

**Amgen in Singapore**

In 2014, Amgen opened a 200 million USD next-generation biomanufacturing facility incorporating innovative to-date techniques and a continuous purification system.

Due to its modular design, the plant has a 75% smaller footprint and has a reduced energy consumption of 69%. By adopting single-use equipment like bioreactors the facility has managed to reduce water consumption by 45% and reduced cleaning surfaces by over 95%.

**PCMM at Pfizer in Connecticut**

Stemming from a 2013 collaboration with GEA and G-CON Manufacturing, Pfizer invested in a PCMM (Portable, Continuous, Miniature and Modular) plant in Groton, Connecticut. The site, consisting of prefabricated cleanrooms from G-CON and an OSD continuous manufacturing process train from GEA, was reportedly installed and running in a matter of weeks following delivery, winning the 2016 International Society of Pharmaceutical Engineers’ (ISPE) Facility of the Year Award (FOYA), in the Equipment Innovation category.

The reasons for this award were listed as a 60-70% smaller facility footprint, the use of the same facility for development, clinical trials and commercial manufacturing, and the significant reduction in installation and start-up times, a reduction from 2-3 years as standard to around 5 years.

**Eli Lilly in Ireland, Indianapolis and Puerto Rico**

In April 2016, Eli Lilly announced a 35 million EUR investment to establish a new facility in Ireland with a focus on the continuous manufacturing of its APIs.

The Lilly System is a semi-integrated Direct Compression Continuous Processing Platform that includes highly accurate contained powder feed, blending and tablet compression. A unique and innovative lift system supports the main process train allowing for ease of access, cleaning and change over. Eli Lilly won the 2017 ISPE FOYA for applying this system in both their Indianapolis and Puerto Rico facilities.

60-70% footprint reduction

30-50% reduction in manufacturing costs

Environmental impact halved

69% reduction of energy consumption

---

1. PCMM at Pfizer in Connecticut
2. Eli Lilly in Ireland, Indianapolis and Puerto Rico
3. Novartis in Basel
4. GSK in Singapore
5. Amgen in Singapore
Implementing CM in your business

The transition from batch to CM will be a paradigm shift for your organisation and change management will be critical to its success: 70% of all change initiatives fail. Of the 30% that succeed, only 10% of these change programmes achieve all the benefits set out at the beginning. There is a strong correlation between change management and this success, as well as other elements of program management.

### What Needs to Change

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technical</th>
<th>Change Impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Fully optimised and trained staff profile</td>
<td>• Quality product produced consistently at a lower cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Routine application of digital design through a combination of first-principle and data driven models</td>
<td>• Faster tech transfer, scale-up and process development coupled with accelerated clinical strategies will reduce time-to-launch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Reducing in manufacturing waste and consistent quality</td>
<td>• Real-time quality assurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Upskilling and equipment availability across both internal and external supply chains</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supply Chain</th>
<th>Change Impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Closer match to market demand reducing chance of stock-out or shelf-life waste</td>
<td>• Lower cost of manufacture through increased flexibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ultimate flexibility in supply</td>
<td>• Increased supply chain complexity for high reward</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regulatory</th>
<th>Change Impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Fully enabled Regulatory Inventory Management system</td>
<td>• Coordinated regulatory data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Data driven regulatory strategy</td>
<td>• Improved go-to-market times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• More interaction with regulators</td>
<td>• Rapid and effective regulatory response timings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Enhanced international launch</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R&amp;D</th>
<th>Change Impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Early adoption of new manufacturing processes</td>
<td>• Increased data production, enabling Digital Twin process and product development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Opportunity to review and improve existing projects</td>
<td>• Significant SOP changes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Where to Find that Initial Value Case

The key to implementing continuous manufacturing successfully is understanding where the change in technology will have the most value for a business:

- **Targeting implementation on new molecules** will maximise the potential benefits, allowing reduced development costs into the business case and eliminating the duplication of regulatory effort.
- **Internal optimisation** of processes and systems can lead to significant cost savings and improved efficiency.
- **Enabling your CMO network** can provide additional resources and expertise, helping to overcome challenges and accelerate the implementation of CM.
- **Making the most of tax** opportunities can provide significant financial benefits, enabling companies to invest in new technologies and processes.

As the technology becomes more established, the cost of implementing a CM process will reduce, and a wider proportion of your portfolio will become viable candidates for changing manufacturing processes.
The EPSRC Future Manufacturing Research Hub for Continuous Manufacturing and Advanced Crystallisation (CMAC) comprises 7 leading UK universities, 8 global pharmaceutical partners and 15 technology companies. CMAC’s goal is to enable the pharmaceutical and chemical industries to deliver high quality products in a more economical, efficient and sustainable manner, by advanced continuous manufacturing technologies. The ambitious programme targets current and future needs by developing digital design and modelling methodologies as well as integrated, flexible and modular end-to-end continuous processing platforms. This approach involves product and process understanding for small molecule manufacturing, to meet the current industry demands for more personalised product performance for patients and consumers.

This document is the overall responsibility of CMAC. PwC has contributed to the contents of this document by developing the contents through a combination of desktop research and stakeholder interviews, and PwC’s contribution has been prepared only for CMAC and solely for the purpose and on the terms agreed with CMAC in our agreement dated 07/03/2019. Both CMAC and PwC are entitled to publicly share this document, however neither accepts liability for any party’s use of, or reliance upon, the contents of this document.